Scientists confirm role of nano-hairs in self-cleaning lotus leaf
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Due in part to the micro- and nano-scale structures of the lotus leaf and the air trapped in between, only 2-3% of a raindrop actually contacts the leaf surface, and then rolls off. Image source: Wolf Friedmann.

Today, thousands of buildings boast self-cleaning paint and self-cleaning roofs; self-cleaning textiles, glass windows and sprays have already sprung onto the market. German botanist Wilhelm Barthlott has even owned a patent, copyright and trademark on this self-cleaning phenomenon since 1997. But despite the development of these practical applications, scientists still have a lot to learn about the specific mechanisms behind self-cleaning – or the so-called “Lotus Effect.”

The lotus – a type of water lily native to Asia – has had its praises sung for thousands of years. In religious symbolism, Buddha often sits on a lotus leaf. Hindus view the lotus blossom as a symbol of divine beauty, associating the unfolding of the petals with the expansion of the soul. More recently, botany and nanotechnology have united to explore not only the beauty and cleanliness of the leaf, but also its lack of contamination and bacteria, despite its dwelling in dirty ponds.

In recent years, scientists have developed theoretical models of the underlying mechanisms of the lotus leaf’s self-cleaning properties. Basically, the lotus leaf has two levels of structure affecting this behavior – micro-scale bumps and nano-scale hair-like structures – coupled with the leaf’s waxy chemical composition. However, research has not included a systematic, experimental investigation isolating structural and compositional effects, until now.

“What are the mechanisms giving rise to the lotus effect?” asked scientists from Michigan (Y. T. Cheng et al) who published a paper in Nanotechnology on February 10. “We are able to separate the effects of nanometer features from micrometer roughness… [which] may help design self-cleaning surfaces and improve our understanding of wetting mechanisms.”

The self-cleaning property of the lotus leaf – and applications derived from nature’s model – requires the surface to have roughness on two scales. When a raindrop falls on a lotus leaf, it forms a high contact angle (greater than 90 degrees), which means that it beads up rather than spreads out, as a liquid with a low contact angle (less than 90 degrees) would. A lotus leaf can have a contact
angle close to 170 degrees, making it extremely hydrophobic. (For reference, human skin is slightly hydrophobic with about a 90-degree contact angle.) In fact, as little as 2-3% of the raindrop actually contacts the surface of a lotus leaf due to the waxy composition of the leaf, and to the air trapped between the raindrop and the leaf’s micro- and nano-structures.

With such a small amount of contact between water and leaf, the raindrop rolls – rather than slides – down the leaf with little friction. The drop collects dirt and bacteria on its way, and in effect cleans itself.

The Michigan team compared how the self-cleaning property would perform on a lotus leaf with both micro- and nano-structures or with only micro-structures to a lotus leaf. They also compared water drops on a piece of waxed cast smooth on glass. The scientists annealed (a process of heating and slow cooling) a sample of the leaves to melt the nano-scale hair structure while retaining the wax composition without chemical change. The team measured a significantly lower contact angle for the leaf with only micro-structures (126 degrees) and even lower for the smooth wax (74 degrees), compared with the contact angle of the two-structured leaf (142 degrees).

“The presence of the nano-scale hair-like structure is responsible for the additional increase of 16 degrees in contact angle,” the scientists report. “The two-level roughness, in particular, the nano-scale hairs, amplifies the apparent contact angle and is responsible for the rolling behavior of the drops.”

This study marks the first time that the effect of the nano-hairs has been isolated from the microstructure and chemical composition of the leaf. The results verify the importance of the nano-structure on the lotus leaf’s self-cleaning ability – an essential understanding for inventors designing self-cleaning products in the future.
